
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She was sure now that some stupid mistake ________________.1. (make)had been made

But I could wish that more modern authorities
__________________________.
2.

(not/overlook)had not been overlooked

Heretofore the commerce of Virginia _____________________ by the
corporation.
3.

(engross)
had been engrossed

The grains had been carefully divided, and half _________________!4.
(take)

had been taken

Eleanore did as she ________________.5. (tell)had been told

A thousand Spaniards ____________________________.6.
(slay/or/drown)

had been slain or drowned

I was in every way capable of a real attachment; I
____________________________.
7.

(try/and/prove)had been tried and proved

Some said it _____________________ by the fall of the cliff; some were
not sure that it had ever been there at all.
8.

(destroy)
had been destroyed

The garden in the rear ____________________ wrong.9. (plough)had been ploughed

His supper tray _______________________.10. (not/remove)had not been removed

He told me he __________________ suddenly off his horse and flung so
violently to the ground that he could not discover how the thing was done.
11.

(lift)

had been lifted

They _____________________ behind a movable brick at the side of the
fireplace.
12.

(conceal)
had been concealed

The executioner ____________________ to apply his torch from below.13.
(direct)

had been directed

He looked as though some painful reminiscence ____________________
to him.
14.

(recall)
had been recalled
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If she _____________________, it would have been all the same.15.
(consult)

had been consulted

The apparent miracle ________________________ in an absurdly easy
fashion.
16.

(accomplish)
had been accomplished

The gymnasium _______________________ into a bower of beauty.17.
(transform)

had been transformed

But so far no national literature ____________________.18. (produce)had been produced

It is as if another double-handful of darkness _____________________
through the air.
19.

(scatter)
had been scattered

He felt that he would have said as much if the positions
____________________.
20.

(reverse)had been reversed
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